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Will you be cheering England … or is it a case of anybody but?
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City’s ‘Greek’
gem must be
rescued
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OR more than thirty years the
derelict Egyptian Halls has
been an eyesore that should be a
treasure.
The £18m hotel plan is the
closest anyone has come to
securing the future of this ‘Greek’
Thomson masterpiece and put it
back into good use.
There are still hurdles to
overcome, especially financial, but
this development looks to be a
suitable solution to long standing
problem.
The city council has done well
to finally unite the building under
one ownership, to allow development to progress
A refurbished Egyptian Halls
and top hotel would breathe life
into what has become a neglected
corner of the city centre.
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Chips are down
for fryer Luigi
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LASGOW is sizzling with talent and if more proof is
needed listen to singing chippy
Luigi Corvi.
Now he has been discovered he
could be catapulted from the
Glasgow Cross chip shop to
Milan’s La Scala or London’s
Covent Garden.
Opera aficionados can get a
little taste of his talent on BBC’s
One Show tonight.
Lets hope Luigi leaves them
craving second helpings.
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At the start of the year,
Scottish clothing and kilt
makers Slanj encouraged
fans not to back our near
neighbours, with the
introduction of the Anyone
But England (ABE)
clothing range.
The T-shirts inspired
outrage, debate and
laughter among Britain’s
population and most
people accepted there will

always be a rivalry
between Scotland and The
Auld Enemy.
Scotland v England is
the oldest international
football fixture in the
world, having first being
played in 1872 at the West
of Scotland Cricket Club’s
ground in Hamilton
Crescent, Glasgow. The
teams have played 110
matches; England have
won 45, Scotland 41, and
there have been 24 draws.
Recently, England have
developed rivalries with
the German and Argentina
national squads, after
World Cup clashes. Many
England fans now feel
matches with these teams
warrant more of a rivalry

than that with their
Scottish neighbours.
So if the ‘Auld’ rivalry
really is fading down
south, is the same
happening here?
Will the average
Scotland fan cover up their
lion rampant with the
cross of St George and sit

sipping a pint of John
Smith’s, hoping Rooney’s
fifth metatarsal is alright?
When asked about sales
of England shirts, staff at
Greaves Sports, in
Sauchiehall Street,
Glasgow said: “They’re
flying out, we had to order
another batch this week.”

The majority of people
we asked on the street
wished the England team
all the best.
However, Slanj claim
that sales of their ABE
range are at fever pitch.
So who will you be
cheering to lift the famous
trophy?
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